SAFETY ALERT

Ride Manufacturer: J&J Amusements, Inc.  Affected Production Dates: ALL

Ride Name: ALL Model Go-Karts  Affected Serial Numbers: All

Model: ALL

Abstract of Issue: Queue line warning to be prominently displayed so guests are made aware of the potential hazard. (GUESTS WITH HAIR LONGER THAN SHOULDER LENGTH OR WITH ITEMS OF LOOSE CLOTHING MUST HAVE THESE ITEMS SECURED.)

Reason for Release: Long hair or loose clothing getting caught in the rotating parts.

NOTE: THE ONLY POSITIVE WAY TO ELIMINATE THE RISK OF LONG HAIR OR LOOSE CLOTHING FROM ENTERING ROTATING PARTS IS TO BE SURE LONG HAIR AND LOOSE CLOTHING ARE SECURED ABOVE THE SHOULDER. ALL PERSONAL ITEMS MUST BE SECURED AND CONTAINED WITHIN THE GO-KART SEATING AREA.

Action to be Taken:
It is strongly urged that Go-Kart operators adopt the New “Graphic” warning advising guests of the potential hazards and dangers of long hair, loose clothing, and the proximity to rotating machinery. For your safety, long hair must be secured above the shoulder and any personal items (clothing, jewelry, and other entanglement hazards) must be secured and contained within the seating area for the duration of the ride. ABSOLUTELY NO SCARVES ALLOWED! Rubber bands, hairpins, etc, should be provided for this purpose. Particular attention must be paid to items of loose clothing such as drawstrings that could become entangled in moving parts.

To obtain this queue line warning decal (Part # 1-60-0282) FREE OF CHARGE (Shipping charge may apply) simply contact J&J Amusements parts department at 800-854-3140 ext: 1

WARNING!
Go-karts have rotating parts.

For your safety, longer hair must be secured above the shoulder and any personal items (clothing, jewelry, and other entanglement hazards) must be secured and contained within the seating area for the duration of the ride. Absolutely no scarves allowed!

Serious injury or death could occur! DO NOT REMOVE THIS DECAL

(Part # 1-60-0282)